
Maybe-Ism 
The emoji brain in search of 

A personal God

Addressing the eternal 

question.

 Does god exist?





REVIEWS 

THE HONORABLE JUDGE  JOHN M. BOYLE

Steve— 

Read your book “Maybe-ism.” Could not put it down once I started. Your 
erudite examination of the ultimate question of existence was fascinating 
to me. Your book seems to be an empirical remedy to the scientific 
approach

Thanks for opening our minds,

Jack



AN URGENT WAKE-UP CALL TO  

•Catholic, Jewish, Protestant and Muslim influencers. It’s time 
to team -up!

∙ This book is about a comprehensive education method that 
supports God’s existence, which you all agree upon. 

∙ However, it is not about religion, where you have your 
differences.



WHAT INSPIRED THE AUTHOR TO WRITE THIS 
BOOK?

•His God-provoking encounter with a young talented 

doctor dying with AIDS. He, desperate and crying out, 

searched for convincing arguments for God’s existence 

that were then commonly employed.



THE GOD - CULTURAL VALUES CONNECTION

•Judeo-Christian religions are based on belief in God. They 

also provide traditional cultural values such as family and 

faith. However, belief in God is diminishing. Therefore, so are 

religions along with cultural values.



OUR COUNTRY, ONCE UNIFIED UNDER GOD,
 IS NOW DIVIDED UNDER MAN. 

•The anti-God atheistic, agnostic and spiritual movements 

continue to grow. This has led to the destructive destabilizing 

battle between traditional values and unchecked moral 

relativism. 

•This destabilizing force is not only occurring in the United 

States, but all across the globe. 



THE MAYBE-ISM METHOD 

•The Maybe-Ism method proposes that there is overwhelming evidence 

to support God’s Existence. However, Maybe-Ism does not claim to 

prove that such existence is an absolute truth, such as 2 + 2 =4.

•However, also science cannot disprove the existence of God. In 

fact, it cannot even prove fundamental realities of our existence. 

Such as the origin of DNA and life. 



THE MAYBE-ISM METHOD

•The Maybe-ISM method is found in this 64-page book. It  

presents a comprehensive teaching tool which offers compelling 

arguments from philosophy to science to support the existence 

of a Transcendent Being such as God. 



WHAT IS EPISTEMOLOGY? 

•Epistemology is the branch of philosophy which demonstrates what 

we do, do not, and cannot understand about our reality. 

•In order to argue for or against the existence of God, epistemology 

is necessary.

•The Maybe-ISM method offers such an approach. 



THE CORE EPISTEMOLOGICAL THEME OF THE METHOD/
THE EMOJI BRAIN VS. WORDS IN INTERPRETING REALITY

•The search for evidence of God’s existence is based on the 

ongoing epistemological battle between the Emoji Brain and 

the use of Words. 

•The Emoji-Brain frequently demonstrates a more reliable way 

on how humans interpret reality.



THE CORE EPISTEMOLOGICAL THEME OF THE BOOK 
THE EMOJI BRAIN VS. WORDS IN INTERPRETING REALITY

•Unlike the use of Words only, the Emoji-Brain accepts, 

interprets, and stores knowledge of reality instantaneously 

through emoji icons or symbols. 

•Common philosophical and theological arguments using words 

are all faulty. Instead, our interpretation of reality frequently 

comes down to our Emoji Brain. 



EMOJI BRAIN ICON EXAMPLES: SAYINGS, ACTIONS 
AND SELF-EVIDENT REALITIES

Consider these examples of how your Emoji-Brain will instantaneously 
paint a picture of Emojis/Icons in your mind



• “Smile first thing in the morning. Get it over with!” 

W.C. Fields

SAYING 



ACTION

• Observing the nuptial kiss between a man and a 

women at the altar.



SELF-EVIDENT

•Every culture throughout history interprets reality through 

belief in some type of transcendent being or beings.



EMOJI-BRAIN VERSUS WORDS - A CHALLENGE 

•Try to explain these icon examples using words. How long did 

it take? How effective was it? 

•Also explain why people instantaneously smile at the saying 

by Fields? Why do we immediately interpret the broad 

concept of “love” just by merely observing a matrimonial kiss?



CONCLUSION

•The Emoji-Brain allows us to break free from the shackles of words. 

This allows us to use our most trustworthy Epistemological system to 

interpret what we do, do not, and cannot know about reality.

•The Emoji-Brain plays a vital role in interpreting arguments for the 

existence of a transcendent being. 



SUBJECTS COVERED

• Epistemology

• Examples of Emoji Brain in Action

• Origin of life

•  Evolution

•  Epigenetics

•  The Six Human mysteries

• Scientism

• The Big Bang

•  Philosophy and Theology

• Seven Billionism

• Morality versus Ethics

• Religion, 

• Body language, 

• The Human Brain and Body

• The Human Signaler,

•  Probability Statistics and Computational 

Modeling.

•  Sex and the Brain Genital Law



THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF YOU, 
THE INFLUENCERS SUCH AS 

THOUGHT LEADERS AND TEACHERS

•Remember, you as a collective unit can be a formidable 

synergistic force from the Gen Z classrooms to the general 

digital world.

•Don’t forget, this is not about religion where you all have your 

differences. But, about God, on whom you all agree. 



BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S EXISTENTIAL WARNING 

•Also, you’re all in the same sinking boat and should take heed 

of wise old Ben Franklin’s warning, “We must all hang 

together, or most assuredly, we will all hang separately.”  



RESOURCES AND COMMENTS 

•Free download copy of the book Fimdefelice.org

•PowerPoint presentation free Fimdefelice.org

•Your comments can be sent to FIM via the website

http://fimdefelice.org/
http://fimdefelice.org/

